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a b s t r a c t

Weak Galerkin methods refer to general finite element methods for partial differential
equations (PDEs) in which differential operators are approximated by their weak forms
as distributions. Such weak forms give rise to desirable flexibilities in enforcing boundary
and interface conditions. A weak Galerkin finite element method (WG-FEM) is developed in
this paper for solving elliptic PDEs with discontinuous coefficients and interfaces. Theoret-
ically, it is proved that high order numerical schemes can be designed by using the WG-
FEM with polynomials of high order on each element. Extensive numerical experiments
have been carried out to validate the WG-FEM for solving second order elliptic interface
problems. High order of convergence is numerically confirmed in both L2 and L1 norms
for the piecewise linear WG-FEM. Special attention is paid to solve many interface prob-
lems, in which the solution possesses a certain singularity due to the nonsmoothness of
the interface. A challenge in research is to design nearly second order numerical methods
that work well for problems with low regularity in the solution. The best known numerical
scheme in the literature is of order OðhÞ to Oðh1:5Þ for the solution itself in L1 norm. It is
demonstrated that the WG-FEM of the lowest order, i.e., the piecewise constant WG-
FEM, is capable of delivering numerical approximations that are of order Oðh1:75Þ to
Oðh2Þ in the L1 norm for C1 or Lipschitz continuous interfaces associated with a C1 or H2

continuous solution.
� 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In this paper, we are concerned with interface problems for second order elliptic partial differential equations (PDEs) with
discontinuous coefficients and singular sources. For simplicity, consider the model problem of seeking functions u ¼ uðx; yÞ
and v ¼ vðx; yÞ satisfying
a.ua.edu

sions or
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�r � A1ru ¼ f1; in X1; ð1:1Þ
� r � A2rv ¼ f2; in X2; ð1:2Þ
u ¼ g1; on @X1 n C; ð1:3Þ
v ¼ g2; on @X2 n C; ð1:4Þ
u� v ¼ /; on C; ð1:5Þ
A1ru � n1 þ A2rv � n2 ¼ w; on C; ð1:6Þ
where X ¼ X1 [X2; C ¼ X1 \X2, @X1 n C – f£g and n1 and n2 are outward normals of X1 and X2. Here, f1 and f2 can be sin-
gular and C may be of Lipschitz continuous. This problem is commonly referred to as an elliptic interface problem and occurs
widely in practical applications, such as fluid mechanics [23], electromagnetic wave propagation [14,18,41,40], materials sci-
ence [20,22], and biological science [39,12,7]. The finite difference based solution of elliptic interface problems was pio-
neered by Peskin with his immersed boundary method (IBM) in 1977 [30,29]. Mayo constructed an interesting integral
equation approach to this class of problems [25]. To properly solve the elliptic interface problem, one needs to enforce addi-
tional interface conditions (1.5) and (1.6). LeVeque and Li advanced the subject with their second order sharp interface
scheme, the immersed interface method (IIM) [24]. In the past decades, many other elegant methods have been proposed,
including the ghost fluid method (GFM) proposed by Fedkiw, Osher and coworkers [11], finite-volume-based methods [28],
the piecewise-polynomial discretization [8], and matched interface and boundary (MIB) methods [41,43,37].

A proof of second order convergence of the IIM for smooth interfaces was due to Beale and Layton [2]. Rigorous conver-
gence analysis of most other finite difference based elliptic interface schemes is not available yet. In general, it is quite dif-
ficult to analyze the convergence of finite difference based interface schemes because conventional techniques used in
Galerkin formulations are not applicable for collocation schemes. The analysis becomes particularly difficult when the de-
signed elliptic interface scheme is capable of dealing with nonsmooth interfaces [37]. At present, there is no rigorous con-
vergence analysis available for elliptic interface methods that delivery high-order accuracy for nonsmooth interfaces, to the
authors’ knowledge.

Finite element methods (FEMs) are another class of important approaches for elliptic interface problems. The construction
of FEM solutions to elliptic interface problems dates back to 1970s [1], and has been a subject of intensive investigation in the
past few decades [10,31,17,6]. Since the elliptic interface problem defined in Eqs. (1.1)–(1.6) provides opportunities to con-
struct new FEM schemes, a wide variety of FEM approaches have been proposed in the literature. There are two major classes
of FEM based interface methods, namely, interface-fitted FEMs and immersed FEMs, categorized according to the topological
relation between discrete elements and the interface. In the interface-fitted FEMs, or body-fitted FEMs, the finite element mesh
is designed to align with the interface. Local mesh refinement based a priori and/or posteriori error estimation can be carried
out. The performance of interface-fitted FEMs depends on the quality of the element mesh near the interface as well as the for-
mulation of the problem. In fact, the construction of high quality FEM meshes for real world complex interface geometries is an
active area of research. Bramble and King discussed an FEM for nonhomogeneous second order elliptic interface problems on
smooth domains [4]. One way to deal with embedded interface conditions is to use distributed Lagrange multipliers [5], In fact,
similar ideas have been widely used in mortar methods and fictitious domain methods for the treatment of embedded bound-
aries [13]. A Q1-nonconforming finite element method was also proposed for elliptic interface problems [31]. Discontinuous
Galerkin (DG) FEMs have been developed for elliptic equations with discontinuous coefficients [9,17]. Inherited from the ori-
ginal DG method, DG based interface schemes have the flexibility to implement interface jump conditions.

Immersed FEMs are also effective approaches for embedded interface problems [10,35,15,21,16]. A key feature of these
approaches is that their element meshes are independent of the interface geometry, i.e., the interface usually cuts through
elements. As such, there is no need to use the unstructured mesh to fit the interface, and simple structured Cartesian meshes
can be employed in immersed FEMs. Consequently, the time-consuming meshing process is bypassed in immersed FEMs.
However, to deal with complex interface geometries, it is necessary to design appropriate interface algorithms, which are
similar to finite-difference based elliptic interface methods. In fact, immersed FEMs can be regarded as the Galerkin formu-
lations of finite difference based interface schemes. It is not surprised that key ideas of many immersed FEMs actually come
from the corresponding finite-difference based interface schemes. Additionally, other ideas in numerical analysis have been
utilized for the construction of immersed FEMs. For example, a stabilized Lagrange multiplier method based on Nitsche tech-
nique has been used to enforce interface jump constraints [16]. The performance of immersed FEMs depends on the design of
elegant interface schemes for complex interface geometries.

Convergence analysis of FEM based elliptic interface methods has been considered by many researchers. Unlike the col-
location formulation, the Galerkin framework of FEMs allows more rigorous and robust convergence analysis. Cai et al. gave a
proof of convergence for a DG FEM for interface problems [6]. Dryja et al. discussed the convergence of the DG discretization
of Dirichlet problems for second-order elliptic equations with discontinuous coefficients in 2D [9]. Hiptmair et al. presented
a convergence analysis of Hðdiv;XÞ-elliptic interface problems in general 3D Lipschitz domains with smooth material inter-
faces [19]. Recently, an edge-based anisotropic mesh refinement algorithm has been analyzed and applied to elliptic inter-
face problems [33].

Despite of numerous advancements in the numerical solution of interface problems, there are still a few remaining chal-
lenges in the field. One of these challenges concerns the construction of higher order interface schemes. Currently, most
interface schemes are designed to be of second order convergence. However, higher order methods are efficient and
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desirable for problems associated with high frequency waves, such as electromagnetic and acoustic wave propagation and
scattering, vibration analysis of engineering structures, and shock-vortex interaction in compressible fluid flows. It is easy to
construct high order methods and even spectral methods for these problems with straight interfaces in simple domains.
However, it is difficult to obtain high order convergence when the interface geometries are arbitrarily complex. A fourth or-
der MIB scheme has been developed for the Helmholtz equation in media with arbitrarily curved interfaces in 2D [40]. Up to
sixth order MIB schemes have been constructed for the Poisson equation with ellipsoidal interfaces in 3D [37]. There are two
standing open problems concerning high order elliptic interface schemes, i.e., the construction of fourth-order 3D interface
schemes for arbitrarily complex interfaces with sharp geometric singularities and the construction of sixth-order 3D inter-
face schemes for arbitrarily curved smooth interfaces [37].

Another challenging issue in elliptic interface problems arises from nonsmooth interfaces or interfaces with Lipschitz
continuity [39,38,36,21]. Nonsmooth interfaces are also referred to as geometric singularities, such as sharp edges, cusps
and tips, which commonly occur in real-world applications. It is a challenge to design high order interface schemes for geo-
metric singularities both numerically and analytically. The first known second order accurate scheme for nonsmooth inter-
faces was constructed in 2007 [38]. Since then, many other interesting second order schemes have been constructed for this
class of problems in 2D [8,21,3] and 3D [37]. The second order MIB method for 3D elliptic PDEs with arbitrarily non-smooth
interfaces or geometric singularities has found its success in protein electrostatic analysis [39,12,7]. However, it appears
truly challenging to develop fourth order schemes for arbitrarily shaped nonsmooth interfaces in 3D domains, although
fourth order schemes have been reported for a few special interface geometries [37]. Due to the need in practical applica-
tions, further effort in this direction is expected.

The above mentioned difficulties in the solution of interface problems with geometric singularities significantly deteriorate in
certain physical situations. It is well-known that the electric field diverges near the geometric singularities, such as tips of electrodes,
antenna and elliptic cones, and sharp edges of planar conductors. Since electric field is related to the gradient of the electrostatic
potential, i.e., the solution of the Poisson equation in the electrostatic analysis, it turns out that the solution of the elliptic equation
has a lower regularity, e.g., the gradient does not exist at the geometric singularities. For isolated singularities, one can alleviate the
difficulty by introducing an algebraic factor to solve a regularized equation whose solution has a high regularity [39,36]. In this man-
ner, second order MIB schemes have been constructed in the past [39,36]. However, it is also desirable to directly solve the original
PDEs with a low solution regularity. The FEM developed by Hou et al. is of 1.5th order convergence in the solution and 0.65th order
convergence in the gradient of the solution when the solution of the Poisson equation is H2 continuous and the interface is C1 or
Lipschitz continuous [21]. If the solution is only C1 continuous, the convergence orders of the solution and the gradient become
1 and 0.75, respectively [21]. In fact, due to the low solution regularity induced by the nonsmooth interface, it is very difficult to ana-
lyze the convergence of numerical schemes because commonly used techniques may no longer be available. Therefore, there is a
pressing need to develop both high order numerical methods and rigorous analysis of numerical methods for elliptic interface prob-
lems with low solution regularities induced by geometric singularities.

The objective of the present work is to construct a new numerical method for elliptic equations with low solution regu-
larities induced by nonsmooth interfaces. To this end, we employ a newly developed weak Galerkin finite element method
(WG-FEM) by Wang and Ye [34,44,45]. Like the DG methods, WG-FEM makes use of discontinuous functions in the finite
element procedure which endows WG-FEMs with high flexibility to deal with geometric complexities and boundary condi-
tions. For interface problems, such a flexibility gives rise to robustness in the enforcement of interface jump conditions. Un-
like DG methods, WG-FEM enforces only weak continuity of variables naturally through well defined discrete differential
operators. Therefore, weak Galerkin methods avoid pending parameters resulted from the excessive flexibility given to indi-
vidual elements. As a consequence, WG-FEMs are absolutely stable once properly constructed. Recently, WG-FEMs have
been applied to the solution of second-order elliptic equations [26], and the solution of Helmholtz equations with large wave
numbers [27]. A major advantage of the present weak formulation is that it naturally enables WG-FEM to handle interface
problems with low solution regularities. We demonstrate that the present WG-FEM of the lowest order is able to achieve
from 1:75th order to second order of convergence in the solution and about first order of convergence in the gradient when
the solution of the elliptic equation is C1 or H2 continuous and the interface is C1 or Lipschitz continuous.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to a description of the method and algorithm. We shall
design a weak Galerkin formulation for the elliptic interface problem given in Eqs. (1.1)–(1.6). Section 3 is devoted to a con-
vergence analysis for the weak Galerkin scheme presented in Section 2. In Section 4, we shall present some numerical results
for several test cases in order to demonstrate the performance of the proposed WG-FEM for elliptic interface problems in 2D.
We employ piecewise constant WG-FEMs, although piecewise linear WG-FEMs are also implemented. We first consider a
few popular benchmark test examples with smooth but complex interfaces. We then carry out some investigation about
nonsmooth interfaces. Some of these test problems admit solutions with low regularities, for which our numerical results
significantly improve the best known result in literature and are better than our theoretical prediction. This paper ends with
a conclusion, in which remarks on the use and possible advantages of high order WG-FEMs are given.
2. Methods and algorithms

Let T h be a partition of the domain X with mesh size h. We require that the edges of the elements in T h align with the
interface C. Thus, the partition T h can be grouped into two sets of elements denoted by T 1

h ¼ T h \X1 and T 2
h ¼ T h \X2,
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respectively. Observe that T j
h provides a finite element partition for the subdomain Xj; j ¼ 1;2. The intersection of the par-

tition T h also introduces a finite element partition for the interface C, which shall be denoted by Ch. For simplicity, we adopt
the following notation:
ðv ;wÞK :¼
Z

K
vwdK; hv;wi@K :¼

Z
@K

vwds:
For each triangle K 2 T h, let K0 and @K denote the interior and boundary of K respectively. Denote by PjðK0Þ the set of polyno-
mials in K0 with degree no more than j, and P‘ðeÞ the set of polynomials on each segment (edge or face) e; e 2 @K with degree no
more than ‘. A discrete function w ¼ fw0;wbg refers to a polynomial with two components in which the first component w0 is
associated with the interior K0 and wb is defined on each edge or face e, e 2 @K. Please note that wb may or may not equal to w0, if
the latter was extended to be defined on @K as well. Now we introduce three trial finite element spaces as follows
Uh :¼ w ¼ fw0;wbg : fw0;wbgjK 2 PjðK0Þ � P‘ðeÞ; e 2 @K; 8K 2 T 1
h

n o
; ð2:1Þ

Vh :¼ q ¼ fq0;qbg : fq0;qbgjK 2 PjðK0Þ � P‘ðeÞ; e 2 @K; 8K 2 T 2
h

n o
; ð2:2Þ

Kh :¼ l : lje 2 PmðeÞ; e 2 Ch

� �
: ð2:3Þ
Define two test spaces by
U0
h :¼ fw ¼ fw0;wbg 2 Uh : wbje ¼ 0; for e 2 @X1 n Cg
and
V0
h :¼ fq ¼ fq0;qbg 2 Vh : qbje ¼ 0; for e 2 @X2 n Cg:
For each w ¼ fw0;wbg 2 Uh or Vh, we define the discrete gradient of w, denoted by rdw 2 VrðKÞ on each element K, by the
following equation:
Z

K
rdw � qdK ¼ �

Z
K

w0ðr � qÞdK þ
Z
@K

wbðq � nÞds; 8q 2 VrðKÞ; ð2:4Þ
where VrðKÞ is a subspace of the set of vector-valued polynomials of degree no more than r on K.
The selection of the indices j; ‘; m, and r is critical in the design of weak Galerkin finite element methods. A detailed dis-

cussion on the selection of those indices can be found in [34]. In the present study of the interface problem, we shall let
j ¼ ‘ ¼ m ¼ k P 0 in (2.1)–(2.3) and chose the Raviart–Thomas element for VrðKÞ :¼ RTkðKÞ. These elements are referred

as PkðK0Þ2; PkðeÞ2; PkðCÞ
n o

elements in our numerical experiments. An exploration of other possible combinations is left

to interested readers for future research. Recall that the Raviart–Thomas element [32] RTkðKÞ of order k is of the following
form
RTkðKÞ ¼ PkðKÞ2 þ ~PkðKÞx;
where ~PkðKÞ is the set of homogeneous polynomials of degree k and x ¼ ðx1; x2Þ.
Weak Galerkin Algorithm 1. A numerical approximation for (1.1) – (1.6) can be obtained by seeking uh ¼ fu0;ubg 2 Uh sat-

isfying ub ¼ Q bg1 on @X1 n C;vh ¼ fv0;vbg 2 Vh satisfying vb ¼ Q bg2 on @X2 n C and kh 2 Kh such that
ðArduh;rdwÞ � hkh;wbiC ¼ ðf1;w0Þ; 8w 2 U0
h ð2:5Þ

ðArdvh;rdqÞ þ hkh;qbiC ¼ ðf2;q0Þ þ hw;qbiC; 8q 2 V0
h ð2:6Þ

hub � vb;liC ¼ h/;liC; 8l 2 Kh: ð2:7Þ
Here Qbg1 and Q bg2 are the standard L2 projection of the Dirichlet boundary data in PkðeÞ for any edge/face e 2 @X.

3. Convergence theory

The goal of this section is to provide a convergence theory for the weak Galerkin finite element method as described in the
previous section. First, we show that the WG algorithm has one and only one solution in the corresponding finite element
trial space.

Lemma 3.1. The weak Galerkin finite element method (2.5) – (2.7) has a unique solution.
Proof. It suffices to show that the solution of (2.5)–(2.7) is trivial when data is homogeneous; i.e.,
f1 ¼ f2 ¼ g1 ¼ g2 ¼ / ¼ w ¼ 0. To this end, by letting l ¼ ub � vb in (2.7) and then using the assumption of / ¼ 0 we obtain
ub ¼ vb on C. Next, by first letting w ¼ uh in (2.5) and q ¼ vh in (2.6) and then adding them up gives
ðArduh;rduhÞ þ ðArdvh;rdvhÞ ¼ 0;
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which implies rduh ¼ 0 and rdvh ¼ 0. Thus, both uh and vh are constants over X1 and X2, respectively. It follows from the
assumption of ub ¼ 0 on the non-empty set @X1 n C that uh ¼ fu0;ubg ¼ 0. Thus, we have vb ¼ ub ¼ 0 on C, which together with
rdvh ¼ 0 implies vh ¼ 0. Finally, usingrduh ¼ 0 and letting wb ¼ kh on any edge/face e 2 Ch, we have from Eq. (2.5) that
hkh; khiC ¼ 0;
which implies kh ¼ 0. h

Denote by Q h ¼ fQ0;Qbg a local L2 projection operator where:
Q0 : H1ðK0Þ ! PkðK0Þ; Q b : H
1
2ðeÞ ! PkðeÞ; e 2 @K
are the usual L2 projections into the corresponding spaces. Let Ph be the usual projection operator in the mixed finite ele-
ment method such that Phq 2 Hðdiv;XiÞ; and on each K 2 T i

h, one has Phq 2 RTkðKÞ satisfying
ðr � q; w0ÞK ¼ ðr �Phq; w0ÞK ; 8w0 2 PkðK0Þ:
Lemma 3.2. Let s 2 Hðdiv ;XiÞ be a smooth vector-valued function and Ph be the locally defined projection operator commonly
used in the mixed finite element method. Then, the following identify holds true
X
K2T i

h

ð�r � s; w0ÞK ¼
X
K2T i

h

ðPhs; rdwÞK � hwb; s � niC ð3:1Þ
for any w ¼ fw0;wbg 2 V with V ¼ U0
h or V0

h and i ¼ 1;2.
Proof. It follows from the definition of Ph and rd that
X
K2T i

h

ð�r � s; w0ÞK ¼
X
K2T i

h

ð�r �Phs; w0ÞK ¼
X
K2T i

h

ðPhs; rdwÞK � hwb; Phs � ni@K

� �
:

Now using the continuity of Phs � n across each interior edge or face we arrive at
X
K2T i

h

ð�r � s; w0ÞK ¼
X
K2T i

h

ðPhs; rdwÞK � hwb; Phs � ni@Xi
¼
X
K2T i

h

ðPhs; rdwÞK � hwb; s � niC;
where we have used the fact that hwb; Phs � niC ¼ hwb; s � niC and wb ¼ 0 on @Xi n C. This completes the proof. h

The following error estimates are straightforward from the definition of Ph and Qh. Readers can also find a verification of
the result in [34].

Lemma 3.3. For u 2 Hkþ2ðX1Þ and v 2 Hkþ2ðX2Þ with k P 0, we have
kPhðAruÞ � ArdðQ huÞk 6 Chkþ1kukkþ2;X1
; ð3:2Þ

kPhðArvÞ � ArdðQ hvÞk 6 Chkþ1kvkkþ2;X2
: ð3:3Þ
It is well known that there exists a constant C such that for any function g 2 H1ðKÞ
kgk2
e 6 C h�1

K kgk
2
K þ hKkgk2

1;K

� �
; ð3:4Þ
where e is an edge of K.

Theorem 3.4. Let ðuh;vh; khÞ 2 Uh � Vh �Kh be the solution arising from the weak Galerkin finite element scheme (2.5)–(2.7).
Then, the following error estimates hold true
krdðQ hu� uhÞk þ krdðQ hv � vhÞk 6 Chkþ1ðkukkþ2 þ kvkkþ2Þ; ð3:5Þ

kAru � n� khkC 6 Chkþ1
2ðkukkþ2 þ kvkkþ2Þ; ð3:6Þ
where C stands for a generic constant independent of the mesh size h.
Proof. For simplicity, we assume that the coefficient A is a constant tensor on each element K. The proof can be extended to
the general case of non-constant tensor A without any difficulty.

Now testing (1.1) with w 2 U0
h and then using (3.1) leads to
ðPhðAruÞ; rdwÞ � hAru � n; wbiC ¼ ðf1; w0Þ:
Adding the term ðArdQ hu; rdwÞ to both sides of the equation above, we obtain
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ðArdQ hu; rdwÞ � hAru � n; wbiC ¼ ðf1; w0Þ � ðPhðAruÞ � ArdQ hu; rdwÞ: ð3:7Þ
Similarly, on X2 we have for any q 2 V0
h the following relation
ðArdQ hv; rdqÞ � hArv � n; qbiC ¼ ðf2; q0Þ � ðPhðArvÞ � ArdQ hv ; rdqÞ: ð3:8Þ
Using the interface condition (1.6), (3.8) can be rewritten as
ðArdQ hv; rdqÞ þ hAru � n; qbiC ¼ ðf2; q0Þ þ hw; qbiC � ðPhðArvÞ � ArdQ hv ; rdqÞ: ð3:9Þ
Testing the interface condition (1.5) by l 2 Kh implies
hQ bu� Qbv; liC ¼ hu� v ; liC ¼ h/; liC: ð3:10Þ
For simplicity, we introduce the following notations to represent the errors:
eu
h � feu

0; eu
bg :¼ fQ 0u� u0;Q bu� ubg;

ev
h � fev

0 ; ev
bg :¼ fQ 0v � v0;Q bv � vbg;
�u :¼ Q bðAru � nÞ � kh:
Thus, the difference of (3.7) and (2.5) gives
ðArdeu
h; rdwÞ � h�u; wbiC ¼ �ðPhðAruÞ � ArdQ hu; rdwÞ: ð3:11Þ
The difference of (3.9) and (2.6) gives
ðArdev
h ; rdqÞ þ h�u; qbiC ¼ �ðPhðArvÞ � ArdQ hv ; rdqÞ: ð3:12Þ
The difference of (3.10) and (2.7) gives
heu
b � ev

b ; liC ¼ 0; 8l 2 Kh: ð3:13Þ
First letting w ¼ eu
h and q ¼ ev

h in (3.11) and (3.12) and then adding them up gives
kA
1
2rdeu

hk
2 þ kA

1
2rdev

hk
2 ¼ �ðPhðAruÞ � ArdQ hu; rdeu

hÞ � ðPhðArvÞ � ArdQ hv ; rdev
h Þ:
Using (3.2) and (3.3), we have from the above equation that
Cðkrdeu
hk þ krdev

hkÞ
2
6 kA

1
2rdeu

hk
2 þ kA

1
2rdev

hk
2
6 kPhðAruÞ � ArdQ huk krdeu

hk þ kPhðArvÞ � ArdQ hvk krdev
hk

6 Chkþ1ðkukkþ2 þ kvkkþ2Þðkrdeu
hk þ krdev

hkÞ;
which implies
krdeu
hk þ krdev

hk 6 Chkþ1ðkukkþ2 þ kvkkþ2Þ: ð3:14Þ
Using (3.4) and the inverse inequality, we have for any edge or face e � C \ @K
kArdeu
h � nk

2
e 6 Ch�1krdeu

hk
2
K ; ð3:15Þ

kðPhðAruÞ � ArdQ huÞ � nk2
e 6 Ch�1kPhðAruÞ � ArdQ huk2

K : ð3:16Þ
Choosing w ¼ fw0;wbg in Eq. (3.11) such that w0 ¼ 0 for all K 2 T 1
h and wb ¼ �u for e 2 C and wb ¼ 0 otherwise yields
k�uk2
C ¼ ðArdeu

h; rdwÞ þ ðPhðAruÞ � ArdQ hu; rdwÞ:
Using (2.4), the equation above becomes
k�uk2
C ¼

X
e2C
ðhArdeu

h � n; �uie þ hðPhðAruÞ � ArdQhuÞ � n; �uieÞ:
Using (3.15), (3.16), (3.2) and (3.5), we have
k�uk2
C 6 C

X
e2C
ðkArdeu

h � nkek�uke þ kðPhðAruÞ � ArdQ huÞ � nkek�ukeÞ

6 C
X
K2T 1

h

h�1krdeu
hk

2
K þ

X
K2T 1

h

h�1kPhðAruÞ � ArdQhuk2
K

0
@

1
A

1=2

k�ukC 6 Chkþ1
2ðkukkþ2 þ kvkkþ2Þk�ukC;
which verifies the error estimate (3.6). This completes the proof of the theorem. h



Table 4.1
Numerical convergence of the piecewise constant WG-FEM in L2 norm for Example 1.

Mesh maxfhg Solution Gradient

L2 error Order L2 error Order

Level 1 2.8553e�1 7.7581e�3 5.5883e�2
Level 2 1.5110e�1 2.1194e�3 2.0390 2.7401e�2 1.1199
Level 3 7.7543e�2 5.3392e�4 2.0666 1.3738e�2 1.0349
Level 4 3.9258e�2 1.3374e�4 2.0338 6.8734e�3 1.0174
Level 5 1.9749e�2 3.3451e�5 2.0170 3.4373e�3 1.0086

Table 4.2
Numerical convergence of the piecewise constant WG-FEM in L1 norm for Example 1.

Mesh maxfhg Solution Gradient

L1 error Order L1 error Order

Level 1 2.8553e�1 1.0266e�2 1.3042e�2
Level 2 1.5110e�1 2.9631e�3 1.9525 6.5234e�3 1.0886
Level 3 7.7543e�2 7.6763e�4 2.0247 3.2615e�3 1.0391
Level 4 3.9258e�2 1.9518e�4 2.0118 1.6306e�3 1.0185
Level 5 1.9749e�2 4.9198e�5 2.0058 8.1523e�4 1.0090
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4. Numerical experiments

The goal of this section is to numerically validate the proposed WG algorithm by solving some benchmark elliptic inter-
face problems for which analytical solutions are known. To fully demonstrate the accuracy and robustness of the WG meth-
od, we consider challenging problems involving Lipschitz continuous interfaces, highly oscillated solutions, and solutions
with low regularities. For simplicity, we focus on the piecewise constant WG-FEM P0ð@KÞ � P0ðKÞ � RT0ðKÞ on structured tri-
angular meshes in all numerical experiments. The use of the piecewise linear WG-FEM P1ð@KÞ � P1ðKÞ � RT1ðKÞ is also ex-
plored in one example. The mesh generation and computation are all conducted in the MATLAB environment. Since the
analytical solutions are known for each test case, the nonhomogeneous terms f1 and f2 of the elliptic equations and the
Dirichlet boundary data can be correspondingly derived. Moreover, the two interface jump conditions for the solution
and the flux across the interface are calculated according to the given analytical solution. Numerical errors in the solution
and its gradient are reported in L1 and/or L2 norms. For problems with low regularity solutions, it is customary to report
errors only in L1 norm [21].

Example 1. We first study a classical circular interface problem [42]. Consider a square domain ½�1;1� � ½�1;1� with a
circular interface r2 ¼ x2 þ y2 ¼ 1

4. The coefficient A is defined to be A1 ¼ b and A2 ¼ 2, respectively on each subdomain, for
r > 0:5 and r 6 0:5. The analytical solution to the elliptic equation is given as
uðx; yÞ ¼ � 1
4 1� 1

8b� 1
b

� �
þ r4

2 þ r2
� �ih .

b r > 0:5

vðx; yÞ ¼ �ðx2 þ y2 � 1Þ r 6 0:5:

By choosing b ¼ 10, the function and flux jumps are actually constants [42].

By using a uniform triangular mesh, the L2 and L1 errors of the piecewise constant WG-FEM for the solution and its gra-
dient are reported in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. Based on successive mesh refinements, the numerically detected con-
vergence rates are also reported for both error measurements. It can be seen that the orders of convergence in both L2 and L1
norms for the solution are about two, while the orders in both norms for the gradient are about one. This agrees with our
theoretical estimates for the piecewise constant WG-FEM approximations.

Higher order of convergence can be achieved by using corresponding higher order finite elements in the present WG
framework. To demonstrate this, we solve the present interface problem by using the piecewise linear WG-FEM. Numerical
convergences are reported in Tables 4.3 and 4.4, respectively, for L2 and L1 errors. It is clear that for these error norms, the
rates of convergence for the solution and its gradient are three and two, respectively. These results again validate our the-
oretical estimates.

In Figs. 4.1 and 4.2, the WG solutions based on the piecewise constant and piecewise linear finite elements are depicted,
respectively. We show results obtained by using mesh level 1 and mesh level 5. Based on mesh level 1, the piecewise con-
stant WG-FEM solution clearly consists of piecewise constants in Fig. 4.1, whereas the piecewise linear WG-FEM solution in
Fig. 4.2 appears to be continuous in each subdomain. As expected, much better numerical solutions are attained for both
WG-FEMs at mesh level 5. For the piecewise linear WG-FEM solution, it now looks not only continuous, but also smooth
in each subdomain. For the piecewise constant WG-FEM solution, it looks smooth in low curvature regions. However, for



Table 4.3
Numerical convergence of the piecewise linear WG-FEM in L2 norm for Example 1.

Mesh maxfhg Solution Gradient

L2 error Order L2 error Order

Level 1 2.8553e�1 5.7134e�3 1.9952e�2
Level 2 1.5110e�1 7.9652e�4 3.0960 4.8637e�3 2.2180
Level 3 7.7543e�2 1.0228e�4 3.0768 1.2169e�3 2.0769
Level 4 3.9258e�2 1.2872e�5 3.0450 3.0529e�4 2.0315
Level 5 1.9749e�2 1.6117e�6 3.0242 7.6516e�5 2.0141

Table 4.4
Numerical convergence of the piecewise linear WG-FEM in L1 norm for Example 1.

Mesh maxfhg Solution Gradient

L1 error Order L1 error Order

Level 1 2.8553e�1 6.7856e�3 1.6699e�1
Level 2 1.5110e�1 9.4240e�4 3.1020 5.2283e�2 1.8247
Level 3 7.7543e�2 1.1880e�4 3.1044 1.3000e�2 2.0862
Level 4 3.9258e�2 1.5013e�5 3.0389 3.2558e�3 2.0340
Level 5 1.9749e�2 1.8815e�6 3.0228 8.1431e�4 2.0171
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Fig. 4.1. The piecewise constant WG-FEM solutions of Example 1. Left: Mesh level 1; Right: mesh level 5.
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Fig. 4.2. The piecewise linear WG-FEM solutions of Example 1. Left: Mesh level 1; Right: mesh level 5.
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Table 4.5
Numerical convergence in L2 norm for Example 2 with j ¼ 2.

Mesh maxfhg Solution Gradient

L2 error Order L2 error Order

Level 1 3.1778e�1 6.5483e�2 1.7052e�1
Level 2 1.5889e�1 1.0989e�2 2.5751 8.2464e�2 1.0481
Level 3 7.9444e�2 2.5460e�3 2.1097 4.1494e�2 0.9908
Level 4 3.9722e�2 6.2538e�4 2.0254 2.0800e�2 0.9963
Level 5 1.9861e�2 1.5570e�4 2.0060 1.0408e�2 0.9989

Table 4.6
Numerical convergence in L1 norm for Example 2 with j ¼ 2.

Mesh maxfhg Solution Gradient

L1 error Order L1 error Order

Level 1 3.1778e�1 7.6628e�2 1.5852e�1
Level 2 1.5889e�1 1.5119e�2 2.3415 5.2258e�2 1.6009
Level 3 7.9444e�2 3.6142e�3 2.0646 2.0731e�2 1.3338
Level 4 3.9722e�2 8.9375e�4 2.0157 9.6505e�3 1.1031
Level 5 1.9861e�2 2.2492e�4 1.9905 4.7340e�3 1.0275

Table 4.7
Numerical convergence in L1 norm for Example 2 with j ¼ 8.

Mesh maxfhg Solution Gradient

L1 error Order L1 error Order

Level 1 1.5837e�1 8.6774e�1 5.2751e�0
Level 2 7.9186e�2 1.4156e�1 2.6159 9.1695e�1 2.5243
Level 3 3.9593e�2 2.3768e�2 2.5743 2.8679e�1 1.6768
Level 4 1.9796e�2 5.8719e�3 2.0170 1.0732e�1 1.4180
Level 5 9.8982e�3 1.4717e�3 1.9964 4.7255e�2 1.1834
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high curvature regions, the piecewise constant solutions exhibit visible discontinuities. We note that such discontinuities are
due to the nature of piecewise constant elements used in the WG-FEM. In other words, when the triangular mesh is not
dense enough, the piecewise constant WG-FEM solution should display such visible discontinuities. When the mesh is dense
enough, the piecewise constant WG-FEM solution is visually the same as the piecewise linear WG-FEM solution, or the ana-
lytical solution. Due to its reliable performance, we focus only on the piecewise constant WG-FEM in the rest of this paper.

Example 2. To further explore the potential of the proposed WG method, we consider a circular interface problem with
highly oscillatory solutions. The high frequency or short wave solutions are commonly encountered in solving
electromagnetic wave propagation and scattering problems governed by time domain Maxwell’s equations or frequency
domain Helmholtz equations. Here, we consider the following Helmholtz interface problem [42]
�r � ðA1ruÞ � k2
1u ¼ f1 r > 0:5; ð4:1Þ

� r � ðA2rvÞ � k2
2v ¼ f2 r 6 0:5; ð4:2Þ
where the interface is still r2 ¼ 1
4 over the domain ½�1;1� � ½�1;1�. The wavenumber ki ¼ jri (i ¼ 1;2) depends on the wave-

number j of the wave solution in free space and dielectric profiles ri. In the present example, both A and ri are chosen to be
discontinuous across the interface. In particular A1 ¼ 1 and r1 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
10
p

for r > 0:5 and A2 ¼ 10 and r2 ¼ 1 for r 6 0:5. The ana-
lytical solution is given as
uðx; yÞ ¼ � sinðjxÞ cosðjyÞ r > 0:5;
vðx; yÞ ¼ �ðx2 þ y2Þ r 6 0:5:
Other necessary interface jump conditions can be derived from the analytical solution.

The WG solution of the Helmholtz equation with high wavenumbers has been explored in [27]. For the present Helmholtz
interface problem, a WG algorithm can be similarly constructed based on Eqs. (2.5)–(2.7). Two frequencies are tested, i.e.,
j ¼ 2 and j ¼ 8. For j ¼ 2, the WG errors in both L2 and L1 norms are reported in Tables 4.5 and 4.6, respectively, while
for j ¼ 8, only L1 errors are given in Table 4.7. By using j ¼ 8, the solution is of high frequency, see Fig. 4.3. In comparison
with the numerical accuracy of the WG method for both cases, the WG errors for j ¼ 8 are larger even though a finer mesh is
employed in the same mesh level. Nevertheless, when we examine the convergence rates, the WG method maintains the



Fig. 4.3. WG solutions at mesh level 5 for Example 2. Left: j ¼ 2; Right: j ¼ 8.

Table 4.8
Numerical convergence in L2 norm for Example 3 with b ¼ 10.

Mesh maxfhg Solution Gradient

L2 error Order L2 error Order

Level 1 5.6522e�1 1.6429e�1 4.9445e�1
Level 2 2.8261e�1 2.8872e�2 2.5085 1.8400e�1 1.7590
Level 3 1.4130e�1 7.7717e�3 1.8933 9.0209e�2 0.9725
Level 4 7.0652e�2 1.4740e�3 2.3986 4.4790e�2 0.9900
Level 5 3.5326e�2 2.0128e�4 2.8725 2.2394e�2 0.9999

Table 4.9
Numerical convergence in L1 norm for Example 3 with b ¼ 10.

Mesh maxfhg Solution Gradient

L1 error Order L1 error Order

Level 1 5.6522e�1 1.4339e�1 1.5956e�1
Level 2 2.8261e�1 2.6979e�2 2.4100 9.1557e�2 0.8014
Level 3 1.4130e�1 7.3332e�3 1.8792 5.8167e�2 0.6544
Level 4 7.0652e�2 1.4904e�3 2.2988 2.9623e�2 0.9735
Level 5 3.5326e�2 2.8124e�4 2.4058 1.5250e�2 0.9579

Table 4.10
Numerical convergence in L1 norm for Example 3 with b ¼ 1000.

Mesh maxfhg Solution Gradient

L1 error Order L1 error Order

Level 1 5.6522e�1 4.1482e�1 3.1081e�1
Level 2 2.8261e�1 5.3753e�2 2.9481 1.0784e�1 1.5271
Level 3 1.4130e�1 1.3707e�2 1.9713 5.6088e�2 0.9431
Level 4 7.0652e�2 3.0677e�3 2.1598 2.9658e�2 0.9193
Level 5 3.5326e�2 6.2057e�4 2.3055 1.5204e�2 0.9640
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same rates, i.e., second and first orders, respectively, for the solution and its gradient, in both cases. This verifies the capa-
bility of the WG method in resolving short wave problems.

Example 3. We next consider an example with a high contrast in coefficient A [42] to examine the robustness of the WG
method. Consider the second order elliptic equation over the domain ½�1;1� � ½�1;1�. The interface C is defined to be an
ellipse
x
10=27

	 
2

þ y
18=27

	 
2

¼ 1:
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We set A2 ¼ b inside of C, and A1 ¼ 1 outside of C. The analytical solution is given as
uðx; yÞ ¼ 5e�x2�y2 outside C;

vðx; yÞ ¼ ex cosðyÞ inside C:
Related interface jump conditions can be derived from the analytical solution.
Two values of b are tested with b ¼ 10 and b ¼ 1000. The latter case involves a much larger jump in A. This results in a

larger condition number for the corresponding discretized linear system. This means that extensive computational cost is
usually needed in the matrix computation. The WG method performs robustly for both cases. For b ¼ 10, both L2 and L1 er-
rors are presented in Tables 4.8 and 4.9, respectively. For b ¼ 1000, only L1 errors are reported in Table 4.10. It can be seen
from three tables that the convergence rates are first and second orders, respectively, for the gradient and the solution in L2

and/or L1 norms. The WG solutions on mesh levels 1 and 5 are shown in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5, respectively, for b ¼ 10 and
b ¼ 1000. We note that in both cases, the analytical solutions are the same and are independent of the coefficient A. Thus,
even though there are some minor differences in the WG solutions at mesh level 1 for b ¼ 10 and b ¼ 1000, the WG solutions
are visually identical at mesh level 5. This demonstrates the robustness of the WG method in handling elliptic interface prob-
lems with a high interface contrast.

Example 4. We next consider an interface with both concave and convex curve segments
C :
xðhÞ ¼ 0:6 cosðhÞ � 0:3 cosð3hÞ;
yðhÞ ¼ 1:5þ 0:7 sinðhÞ � 0:07 sinð3hÞ þ 0:2 sinð7 sin hÞ:

�

over the domain ½�1;1� � ½0;3�. The coefficient is chosen to be A1 ¼ 10 and A2 ¼ 1, respectively, for outside and inside C. The
analytical solution is given as
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Fig. 4.4. WG solutions of Example 3 with b ¼ 10. Left: Mesh level 1; Right: mesh level 5.
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Table 4.1
Numerica

Mesh

Level
Level
Level
Level
Level
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uðx; yÞ ¼ �x2 � y2 outside C

vðx; yÞ ¼ exðy2 þ x2 sinðyÞÞ inside C

Other necessary interface jump conditions can be derived from the analytical solutions.

The L2 errors of the WG FEM are listed in Table 4.11. It is clear that the WG method yields again the second and first orders
of convergence, respectively, for the solution and its gradient. The WG solutions on mesh levels 1 and 5 are depicted in
Fig. 4.6. The curvature change of the interface C in between positive and negative values can be clearly seen in the figure.
The WG solutions are satisfactory in both mesh levels. In particular, for mesh level 5, the discontinuities can be observed
in the upper left part of the H shape, while the solution is quite smooth in other parts.

Example 5. We next consider a classical elliptic interface problem with both concave and convex curve segments [42]. The
interface C is parametrized with the polar angle h
r ¼ 1
2
þ sinð5hÞ

7
;

inside a square domain ½�1;1� � ½�1;1�. The coefficient is chosen to be A1 ¼ 10 and A2 ¼ 1, respectively, for outside and in-
side C. The analytical solution is given as
uðx; yÞ ¼ 0:1ðx2 þ y2Þ2 � 0:01 lnð2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ y2

p
Þ outside C

vðx; yÞ ¼ ex2þy2 inside C:

Related interface jump conditions can be derived from the analytical solutions.

The WG solutions and their convergence are reported in Table 4.12 and Fig. 4.7, respectively. It can be seen from the table
that the convergence is of order two and one for the solution and its gradient, respectively, in the L1 norm. It should be
pointed out that mesh quality plays an important role in the performance of general finite element methods. For weak Galer-
kin, we found that the quality of mesh affects the corresponding numerical approximation. For example, we noticed a slower
convergence when the finite element partition consists of both acute and non-acute triangles with nontrivial portion. After
eliminating most of the non-acute triangles, the WG approximation exhibits an improved rate of convergence numerically.
Fig. 4.8 demonstrates some meshes generated by MATLAB in the present study after an elimination of most non-acute tri-
angles through a numerical procedure. It can be seen that, at each level, the triangular mesh is fitted to the interface at the
nodal points. Observe that these meshes are highly non-uniform and unstructured. In particular, it is clear that much smaller
1
l convergence test for Example 4.

maxfhg Solution Gradient

L2 error Order L2 error Order

1 4.3362e�1 1.2487e�2 3.8399e�1
2 2.6220e�1 4.9344e�3 1.8456 2.0277e�1 1.2693
3 1.4915e�1 1.3051e�3 2.3574 1.0635e�1 1.1439
4 7.6493e�2 3.8847e�4 1.8148 5.3770e�2 1.0214
5 4.0765e�2 9.6391e�5 2.2146 2.6540e�2 1.1218
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Fig. 4.6. WG solutions of Example 4. Left: Mesh level 1; Right: mesh level 5.



Table 4.12
Numerical convergence test for Example 5.

Mesh maxfhg Solution Gradient

L1 error Order L1 error Order

Level 1 3.4726e�1 1.5885e�3 3.5260e�2
Level 2 1.7363e�1 3.8053e�4 2.0616 1.6630e�2 1.0842
Level 3 8.9010e�2 9.1082e�5 2.1399 9.0379e�3 0.9126
Level 4 4.9602e�2 2.6778e�5 2.0936 5.0265e�3 1.0034
Level 5 2.4286e�2 5.9847e�6 2.0982 2.4459e�3 1.0087
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Fig. 4.7. WG solutions of Example 5. Left: Mesh level 1; Right: mesh level 5.
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triangles are employed to resolve the concave portion of the interface. This somehow helped the WG method to deliver
numerical solutions with high accuracy since the solution changes rapidly in regions with large curvatures.

For all examples in the rest of this paper, we study solutions with low regularities. It is customary to report only L1 errors
for such studies in the literature [21]. Therefore, we only present L1 errors.

Example 6. In this and next two examples, we consider an interface problem with C1 continuous interfaces as discussed in
the literature [21]. The domain is given as X ¼ ½�1;1� � ½�1;1�, and the interface C is defined with two pieces: y ¼ 2x for
xþ y > 0 and y ¼ 2xþ x2, for xþ y 6 0. The interface C divides the domain into two parts X1 and X2. Here we denote X1 and
X2, respectively, to be the part on the left and right of C. An inhomogeneous second order elliptic equation is considered, i.e.,
the coefficient A is not piecewise constant. Instead, we have A1ðx; yÞ ¼ ðxyþ 2Þ=5 in X1 and A2ðx; yÞ ¼ ðx2 � y2 þ 3Þ=7 in X2.
The analytical solution u is fixed to be u ¼ 2 in X1, while in X2; v is defined piecewisely by
vðx; yÞ ¼
sinðxþ yÞ; if xþ y 6 0
xþ y; if xþ y > 0:

�

Other necessary conditions can be derived from the analytical form of the solution. In particular, the Dirichlet boundary
data is derived for both u ¼ g and v ¼ g, since in this example, X2 is not enclosed by X1.

A numerical investigation was conducted and the results are reported in Table 4.13. Again, the WG method attains the
theoretical order of convergence for this example, i.e., first and second order of accuracy respectively for the gradient and
the solution in L1 norm. We note that due to the piecewise definition, the solution vðx; yÞ is C2 continuous but not C3 across
the line xþ y ¼ 1. In our computation, the line xþ y ¼ 1 is not treated as a boundary. Thus, our triangulation is not aligned
with this line. This can be seen clearly in the graph of the WG solution on mesh level 1 (Fig. 4.9 left). In the right chart of
Fig. 4.9, a smooth transition can be seen across xþ y ¼ 1 in the WG solution on mesh level 5.

Example 7. Here we consider the same interface and domain geometry as in Example 6. The coefficient function Aðx; yÞ is
defined in the same way as in Example 6. We also fix the solution as u ¼ 2 in X1. But in X2, the solution is given differently by
(see [21] for details)
vðx; yÞ ¼
sinðxþ yÞ þ cosðxþ yÞ; if xþ y 6 0
xþ yþ 1; if xþ y > 0:

�

Other necessary conditions can be derived similarly. Observe that the solution v ¼ vðx; yÞ is C1 continuous but not C2

across the line xþ y ¼ 1.
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Fig. 4.8. Finite element meshes of Example 5. Top left: Mesh level 1; Top right: Mesh level 3; Bottom: Mesh level 5.

Table 4.13
Numerical convergence test for Example 6.

Mesh maxfhg Solution Gradient

L1 error Order L1 error Order

Level 1 6.2575e�1 1.5275e�2 4.8833e�2
Level 2 2.9662e�1 3.9259e�3 1.8200 3.1059e�2 0.6062
Level 3 1.5170e�1 1.0586e�3 1.9546 1.5584e�2 1.0285
Level 4 7.9102e�2 3.3419e�4 1.7707 8.0209e�3 1.0200
Level 5 4.4180e�2 1.1698e�4 1.8022 4.4282e�3 1.0199
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The WG algorithm is formulated as in the previous example. In particular, since vðx; yÞ is C1 across xþ y ¼ 1, the function
and flux jumps are trivially zero across xþ y ¼ 1. Thus, again, no special boundary or interface treatment is carried out near
the line xþ y ¼ 1. In fact, this line actually cuts through the finite element triangles; see the left chart of Fig. 4.10. It can be
seen that the loss of regularity in vðx; yÞ is visually indistinguishable in the WG solution on mesh level 5 (see the right chart
of Fig. 4.10). In the literature, a certain reduction of convergence order has been reported for this C1 continuous example [21]
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Fig. 4.9. WG solutions of Example 6. Left: Mesh level 1; Right: mesh level 5.
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when the standard Galerkin finite element method is employed for a numerical approximation. In the present study, it is
found that the order of convergence remains unchanged for the WG method, see Table 4.14. This indicates that the WG
method preforms robustly for the challenging problem with low regularity.

Example 8. Consider again the same interface problem as in Examples 6 and 7, over a larger domain X ¼ ½�1;3� � ½�1;1�.
The coefficient function Aðx; yÞ is now defined to be A1ðx; yÞ ¼ 1 in X1 and A2ðx; yÞ ¼ 2þ sinðxþ yÞ in X2. The analytical
solution is give as [21]
uðx; yÞ ¼ 8 in X1;

vðx; yÞ ¼ ðx2 þ y2Þ5=6 þ sinðxþ yÞ in X2:
Other necessary conditions can be derived from the analytical solutions.

The analytical solution is piecewise H2 in this example. In particular, the function vðx; yÞ has a singularity at ð0;0Þ with
blow-up derivatives. Even though the analytical solution is well behaved in other places, the singularity at the origin may
cause some order reduction in the finite element simulation [21]. Due to this singularity, the convergence rate of the WG
method in the L1 norm of the solution is reduced to be about 1:75 for the present example, see Table 4.15. On the other hand,
the order of convergence of the WG method for the gradient remains to be about one. The numerical solutions at mesh levels
1 and 5 are depicted in Fig. 4.11. Interestingly, in both levels, the singularity at the origin is invisible. But the numerical algo-
rithm can sense this singularity via the convergence rate.

Example 9. In this and next two examples, we continue to examine the performance of the WG method for solutions of low
regularity when the interface is fixed to be a Lipschitz continuous curve[21]. On a rectangular domain X ¼ ½�1;3� � ½�1;1�,
we consider a case where the interface C consists of two pieces: y ¼ 2x for xþ y > 0 and y ¼ �x=2, for xþ y 6 0. Thus, the



Table 4.14
Numerical convergence test for Example 7.

Mesh maxfhg Solution Gradient

L1 error Order L1 error Order

Level 1 6.2575e�1 2.6559e�2 4.9273e�2
Level 2 2.9662e�1 5.9674e�3 2.0001 2.8456e�2 0.7355
Level 3 1.5170e�1 1.5342e�3 2.0257 1.4493e�2 1.0062
Level 4 7.9102e�2 4.4127e�4 1.9137 7.5081e�3 1.0100
Level 5 4.4180e�2 1.5022e�4 1.8500 3.9584e�3 1.0990

Table 4.15
Numerical convergence test for Example 8.

Mesh maxfhg Solution Gradient

L1 error Order L1 error Order

Level 1 6.5801e�1 3.4340e�2 3.2817e�1
Level 2 3.4551e�1 1.1022e�2 1.7641 1.7896e�1 0.9413
Level 3 1.7932e�1 3.5197e�3 1.7405 9.5039e�2 0.9650
Level 4 9.1176e�2 1.0806e�3 1.7459 5.0095e�2 0.9468
Level 5 4.6365e�2 3.3092e�4 1.7499 2.6003e�2 0.9696
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Fig. 4.11. WG solutions of Example 8. Left: Mesh level 1; Right: mesh level 5.
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interface C has a kink at ð0;0Þ. Denote by X1 the region on the left and upper part of C, and X2 to be the rest of the domain.
The coefficient is given piecewisely by A1ðx; yÞ ¼ ðxyþ 2Þ=5 in X1 and A2ðx; yÞ ¼ ðx2 � y2 þ 3Þ=7 in X2. The analytical solution
u is fixed to be u ¼ 8 in X1, while in X2; v is given piecewisely by
vðx; yÞ ¼
sinðxþ yÞ; if xþ y 6 0;
xþ y; if xþ y > 0:

�

Other necessary conditions can be derived from the analytical solutions.

Similar to Example 6, the analytical solution is of C2 continuous but not C3 in this example. The WG method yields uni-
formly second and first order of accuracy in L1 norm, respectively, for the solution and its gradient as shown in Table 4.16.
The kink of the interface C is clearly seen in both charts of Fig. 4.12. In particular, on the coarsest mesh, the alignment of
finite element triangles to two line segments of C is obvious. No deterioration in solution occurs around the interface corner.

Example 10. Consider an elliptic problem with the same interface and domain geometry as in Example 9. The coefficient
function Aðx; yÞ is defined the same as in Example 9. Also, we fix the solution to be u ¼ 8 in X1. But in X2, the solution is given
differently [21] by
vðx; yÞ ¼
sinðxþ yÞ þ cosðxþ yÞ; if xþ y 6 0;
xþ yþ 1; if xþ y > 0:

�



Table 4.16
Numerical convergence test for Example 9.

Mesh maxfhg Solution Gradient

L1 error Order L1 error Order

Level 1 5.6919e�1 1.4984e�2 3.3001e�2
Level 2 2.8459e�1 4.4307e�3 1.7578 1.7812e�2 0.8897
Level 3 1.4230e�1 1.2336e�3 1.7687 9.8402e�3 0.8561
Level 4 7.1149e�2 3.2639e�4 1.8634 5.1905e�3 0.9228
Level 5 3.5574e�2 8.5110e�5 1.9231 2.6699e�3 0.9591
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Fig. 4.12. WG solutions of Example 9. Left: Mesh level 1; Right: mesh level 5.
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Other necessary conditions can be derived similarly. Like in Example 7, vðx; yÞ is of C1 continuous but not C2 across the
line xþ y ¼ 1. Similarly, no special numerical treatment is invoked near the line xþ y ¼ 1 so that this line actually cuts
through finite element triangles, see the left chart of Fig. 4.13. It can be seen from Table 4.17 that the WG method converges
uniformly with orders being close to second and first, respectively, for the solution and its gradient in the L1 norm. Techni-
cally speaking, the interface is Lipschitz continuous in this example, while it is C1 continuous in Example 7. In other words,
the interface regularity is lower here than that in Example 7. However, since body-fitted triangular meshes are employed in
the WG method, the interface with two simple line segments in the present example is easier to be resolved by the body-
fitted grids than the curved interface in Example 7. The only issue that could make an impact on the convergence is the geo-
metrical singularity at the origin. The last and present examples show that the WG method is very robust in handling geo-
metrical singularity, or sharp edged corners in general.
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Fig. 4.13. WG solutions of Example 10. Left: Mesh level 1; Right: mesh level 5.



Table 4.17
Numerical convergence test for Example 10.

Mesh maxfhg Solution Gradient

L1 error Order L1 error Order

Level 1 5.6919e�1 1.4326e�2 3.3514e�2
Level 2 2.8459e�1 4.4250e�3 1.6949 2.0051e�2 0.7411
Level 3 1.4230e�1 1.2350e�3 1.8411 1.0768e�2 0.8968
Level 4 7.1149e�2 3.2693e�4 1.9175 5.5458e�3 0.9573
Level 5 3.5574e�2 8.5118e�5 1.9415 2.8004e�3 0.9858

T
N
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Example 11. Consider the same interface and geometry as in Examples 9 and 10. The coefficient function Aðx; yÞ is now
defined to be A1ðx; yÞ ¼ 1 in X1 and A2ðx; yÞ ¼ 2þ sinðxþ yÞ in X2. The analytical solutions are give as [21]
able 4.1
umerica

Mesh

Level
Level
Level
Level
Level
uðx; yÞ ¼ 8 in X1;

vðx; yÞ ¼ ðx2 þ y2Þ5=6 þ sinðxþ yÞ in X2:
Other necessary conditions can be derived from the analytical solution.

Similar to Example 8, the analytical solution is piecewise H2 in the present case. The solution vðx; yÞ has a singularity at
ð0;0Þ with blow-up derivatives. The WG method achieves a similar order of accuracy as that in Example 8. In particular, it
can be seen in Table 4.18 that the L1 error in the solution is of order 1:75, while it remains to be about one for the gradient
approximation. Both function singularity and geometrical singularity are presented at the origin in this test; see the WG
solutions in Fig. 4.14. Nevertheless, the WG method is capable of delivering decent results at mesh level 1.

Finally, we summarize the WG results from Example 6 to Example 11 in Table 4.19. In each case, an overall convergence
rate is reported, which is calculated based only on mesh level 1 and level 5. It can be seen from the L1 error of the gradient
that the WG method essentially attains the first order of accuracy in all test cases. For the L1 error of the solution, we analyze
the order of the WG method case by case. When the solution is C2 continuous, the loss of regularity has no impact on the
order of convergence regardless whether the interface is C1 continuous or Lipschitz continuous. When the solution is C1 con-
tinuous, the WG method achieves a very good order of accuracy for C1 continuous interface, while such order is slightly re-
duced when the interface is Lipschitz continuous. However, the overall order of convergence for the WG method for the
latter case is still very close to two. Thus, it is fair to say that the WG method attains a second order of accuracy in L1 norm
8
l convergence test for Example 11.

maxfhg Solution Gradient

L1 error Order L1 error Order

1 7.1020e�1 4.0630e�2 7.1308e�2
2 3.5510e�1 1.1389e�2 1.8349 4.0849e�2 0.8038
3 1.7755e�1 3.3569e�3 1.7624 2.1170e�2 0.9483
4 8.8775e�2 1.0150e�3 1.7256 1.0780e�2 0.9737
5 4.4387e�2 3.1128e�4 1.7052 5.5740e�3 0.9516
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Fig. 4.14. WG solutions of Example 11. Left: Mesh level 1; Right: mesh level 5.



Table 4.19
Summary of the overall orders of the WG method for solutions with low regularities.

Regularity C is C1 continuous C is Lipschitz continuous

Solution Gradient Solution Gradient

C2 1.8380 0.9056 1.8650 0.9069

C1 1.9523 0.9513 1.8487 0.8953

H2 1.7500 0.9558 1.7570 0.9193
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for C1 continuous solutions. On the other hand, the L1 error of the WG method is always around the order of 1:75 when the
solution is H2 continuous, for both C1 and Lipschitz continuous interfaces. In other words, even though the geometrical sin-
gularity does not affect the convergence of the WG method, the function singularity may do. Nevertheless, we note that a
1:75th order for solution with low regularities is still some of the best for this class of challenging problems, to our best
knowledge. Moreover, although not reported in detail in this paper, the WG method achieves the second order of accuracy
in L2 norm for the solution. Therefore, the present study demonstrates a good robustness of the WG method for solving ellip-
tic interface problems. Readers are also encouraged to draw their own conclusions from the results reported in this paper.
5. Conclusion

The present paper presents some of the best results for solving two-dimensional (2D) elliptic partial differential equations
(PDE) with low solution regularity resulted from modeling nonsmooth interfaces. The weak Galerkin finite element method
(WG-FEM) of Wang and Ye [34] is introduced for this class of problems. The WG-FEM is a new approach that employs dis-
continuous functions in the finite element procedure to gain flexibility in enforcing boundary and interface conditions. Such
a strategy is akin to that used by the discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods. However, by enforcing only weak continuity of
variables though well defined discrete differential operators, the WG-FEM is able to avoid pending parameters commonly
occurred in the DG-FEMs. Like traditional FEMs, the WG-FEM employs body-fitted element meshes to represent boundaries
and material interfaces. Such an approach is convenient for handling nonsmooth interfaces or geometric singularities. The
convergence analysis of the present WG-FEM for elliptic interface problems is given. The validity of the WG-FEM is further
tested over a large number of benchmark numerical tests with various complex interface geometries and nonsmooth inter-
faces. For problems with smooth interfaces and sufficient solution regularities, the designed third and second orders of accu-
racy are numerically confirmed, respectively, for the piecewise linear and piecewise constant WG-FEMs.

Nonsmooth interfaces, such as sharp edges, cusps, and tips are ubiquitous both in nature and in engineering devices and
structures. When nonsmooth interfaces are associated with elliptic PDEs, they result in difficulties in theoretical analysis and
in the design of numerical algorithms. Unfortunately, to tackle the real-world problems, dealing with nonsmooth interfaces
is not avoidable in scientific computing. What aggravates the difficulty in error analysis and in the numerical methods is the
low regularity of solution resulted from nonsmooth interfaces, which is a well-known natural phenomenon called tip-geom-
etry effect in many fields. When the interface is Lipschitz continuous and solution is C1 or H2 continuous, the best known
result in the literature is of 1st – 1.5th order convergence in solution and 0:7 order of convergence in the gradient [21]. It
is demonstrated that the piecewise constant WG-FEM achieves at least an order of 1:75 convergence in the solution and
an order of 1 convergence in the gradient. A numerical study of higher order WG methods for solving interface problems
with low solution regularities and sharp edges shall be conducted for a better understanding of the WG-FEM.
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